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   DNA TESTS

FAMILY TREE DNA
• Only company to offer the 

mtDNA or mitochondrial test of 
the direct matrilineal line.

• Only company to offer the         
Y-DNA test of the direct male 
line. 

       Autosomal Tests
• Offered by all five major DNA 

testing companies.
• Ancestry.com and 23andMe 

require a spit test be done and 
you cannot transfer results in.

• FamilyTreeDNA, LivingDNA, and 
MyHeritage use the cheek swab 
and allow results transferred in.

 



mtDNA Test-how to make it work for you

• Find a direct matrilineal line.
• From a female relative, or yourself, back to ? (Your mother’s mother’s 

mother.) or their mother’s mother, etc. 
• Depending on what you are hoping to prove, verify.
• Finding the candidate is one thing, getting them to test is another.
• But if you need this information, keep at it. 

• mtDNA only offered at Family Tree DNA. 
• Bargain discounts often. Only the Full Sequence test will do.



The Wellborn/Sanders/Driver proof

• Sarah Sanders Wellborn (1802-
1850s) –Ken’s ancestor and Ken’s 
mtDNA test. 

• 6 generations from Sarah thru 
Ken’s grandmother, his mother, 
to him. 

• His research/paper trail was 
weak as a lot was unprovable.

• But a friend secured a DNA test 
that sealed the deal. 

Sarah S. Wellborn (1802-50s) sisters  Martha S 
   Deloach

Eliza W. Hudson  (1845-1917)

Jennie H. Russell (1868-1960)
Helen R. Brooks   (1905-1993)
Louise B. Thomas (1922-2021)

Ken              Debra S. DNA

Daughters of Nathaniel Sanders and Mary Driver



This info added after the match was made. Not
Automatic. Added by that test taker. Rest of matches cut off for the purpose

Of this slide. KHTjr.



    Phebe (?) Barbee (c.1774-1836) 
   Orange Co., NC- What was maiden name?
• Find direct female desc. to test.
• Several were eligible.
• Picked one who had already 

done a DNA test, knew her. 
• mtDNA results in Sept. 2022. 
• Highest match had done 

genealogy, had tree, and thus 
her direct maternal line helped. 

• Red Star-Orange Co.NC-Phebe
• Purple Star-

Brunswick/Greensville Co. VA for 
mtDNA match’s ancestors, so far. 

Virginia

N. C. 



PARKER ANCESTOR, NO INFO, USE THRU 
LINES/ANCESTRY.COM TO FIND CANDIDATEMary Jane Parker

only known daughter of 
James Parker and his first wife,
name unknown.
For mtDNA to be useful here, you
Have to test a direct female 
Descendant. While I was prepared
To track one down, ThruLines
Has lead me right to someone.

Next step, Get In Touch.  

I descend from Sarah Hudson’s brother,
William F. Hudson. 

James Parker (1780s-1850s, Houstoun Co., GA-wife unknown 

m. Alford L. Hudson (d. 1857)



Y-DNA Test-only at Family Tree DNA

• Y-DNA test can only be taken by 
men. Minimal 37 marker test. 

• Need to find a man in the direct 
male surname line to test.

• May need to pick a cousin if you 
have no male siblings, etc.

• Be prepared for whatever results 
show up.

• There can be surprises. 

• Humphries test-Ken took to 
prove the family story.

• Russell test-cousins matched, 
proved family origin story. 

• Harrison test pending, if we find 
the right people to test on each 
branch. 

• Knott test pending, see the 
Group Projects at FTDNA-How 
will the candidate fit? 



HUMPHRIES TEST TO PROVE FAMILY STORY

• Ken’s paternal grandfather born 
c. 1893 to a single mother, Vina 
Hoyle.

• After she married in 1902, she 
gave her children the surname 
Thomas.

• Knew since 1967 that Thomas 
was not our ancestral name. 
Took until 1992 to get a hint.

• Cousin said man’s name was 
Humphries. 

• Ken did Y-DNA test in 2005
• Got results in late 2006
• At first, Matched one 

Humphries, on a different 
branch.

• By then had researched the 
clues and knew our purported 
ancestor was William Humphries 
who died 1825 Rutherford Co., 
NC on the NC/SC line. 





This is the man the
Family story identified
Known as Mun Humphries



RUSSELL FAMILY PROJECT: PROVING A STORY

• Russell family ancestor born c. 1866 
out-of-wedlock.

• Purported father lived in Eufaula, AL & 
never acknowledged sons.

• No male Russell-surnamed 
descendants in the legitimate line.

• Had to find descendant of a brother of 
the purported father.

• Went up the tree and back down.
• Found DNA test taker in Arkansas.
• The two Russell-surnamed men were 

exact match at genetic distance 0 at 
FamilyTreeDNA. 

My 2nd

Cousin on
Russell
Line. 



HARRISON Y-DNA-GOT TO FIND SOMEONE
• The Y-DNA test on my Harrison family 

is needed to link ours in Mecklenburg 
Co., NC with the line in adjacent 
Rowan Co., NC.

• We have autosomal matches with 
them. 

• The Rowan Co., NC Harrisons on paper 
can be proven back to St. Mary's Co., 
MD. My ancestor in Meck. Co. said in 
1880 parents born in MD (bef. 1780S).

• My Harrison branch narrows down to 
one 15 yr. old, and we would have to 
deal with a minor, his mother, and I 
don’t know them. 

• So what next?
• My great-grandfather C. W. Harrison 

was the youngest of 6 brothers, and 
had 15 siblings total. 

• He had a very distinct look.
• So its clear to me that the 

descendants of one brother who have 
already done DNA would be good to 
contact.

• The Rowan Co. group already have 
someone who they hope to test.

•  But don’t wait too long. 



C. W. HARRISON AND HIS BROTHER-clearly 
they are brothers, so DNA should be OK. 

C. W. Harrison (1876-1946), my great-grandfather. Phonzo M. Harrison (1868-1916), his brother. 



Before Y-DNA Testing someone, check to see
if anyone on your line has already tested at Y-DNA.
• At FTDNA you can go to the 

Group Projects area.
• Find the Y-DNA group for your 

surname, usually mixed with 
other spelling variations.

• You don’t see the tester’s name, 
but you can see if they have put 
any useful data down.

• Always check first. 

• For the Harrison family, checking 
this has not proven any possible 
links.

• But on the Knott DNA project 
there are a number of men 
tested, variously grouped.

• The man we have asked to test, 
from Granville Co., NC, should 
match one of these groups.

• That match could lead our 
research in a new direction. 



The Harrison Group Project on FTDNA, has a Results Page where they have sorted all the DNA matches into 
groups, and if the person knew anything, their earliest Harrison ancestor and location. Mine do not show up. 



Orange Arrow indicates someone that claims
Their Knott line is the one from Jamestowne.



ATKINSON FAMILY: 4 NAME VARIATIONS 
• SPELLING VARIATIONS SHOW 

CHANGES IN A NAME OVER 
CENTURIES.

• MY FRIEND’S LINE CAN BE TRACED 
ON PAPER AS ATKINSON BACK 
INTO N.C. IN 1780s.

• THESE OTHER MEN MAY NOT HAVE 
THOUGHT OF NAME VARIATIONS.

SURNAME VARIATIONS OF 
MATCHES
Genetic Distance 0:
        Atkinson (2)
        Caulder
        Blair (2)
Genetic Distance 1:
        Atkinson (2)
        Atkison
        Adkison
G. D. 2:  Atkins 



  Autosomal DNA
• Proof of other matches, mysteries thru Ancestry.com’s ThruLines is 

good example of why to use that site. 

• To verify a line and your paper trail you may need to recruit more test 
takers, and if need be, pay for them yourself. Again, depending on 
your goals.

• Case Study Huneycutt.





Family Tree
Magazine
Chromosome
Chart



FTDNA-Chromosome Browser-Cathy C.
same woman from Living DNA-on cM 18- matches

Cathy C. has roots in
Stanly Co., NC and
With matches kin to
Huneycutt family of
My great-grandmother.
But she also matches 
Motley desc. From same
County. 

I know on paper where
She fits into the Huneycutt
Tree. Not sure of the others.



This tree showed up 
because I put the 
Huneycutt clue on my 
tree, to force a 
ThruLines match. 

This is what
You get when you
Click on your match.

This Brick Wall tumbled when CB popped up as a high match (107 cM) in 2016. Produced 
clues toward Unknown Ancestor for my great Grandmother from Stanly Co NC. 



     HUNEYCUTT BOOK HELPED SORT 
OUT DNA MATCHES/PLACED QUERY. 

FAMILY BOOK OBTAINED SEPT 2016
QUERY IN THE STANLY COUNTY       

GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY JOURNAL, NOV. 2017

Got no response in six years to this query.



        DNA TESTING COMPANIES
where autosomal testing is done-all of them
 • ANCESTRY.COM

• FAMILYTREEDNA.COM

• LIVING DNA

• MY HERITAGE

• 23andMe



Family-tree.co.uk

Note
Changes in
Red 

Not easy to contact. 

Just added a Chromosome 
Browser, up to 7 to match. 



More 
Added

Prices
Have 
Changed.
Check 
Websites.



Ancestry.com DNA
• DNA Story
• DNA Matches
• ThruLines
• Traits
• DNA Surveys: Life Story, Physical 

Traits, Behavior, Diet and Fitness, 
Health and Wellness. 

DNA Matches-in my case they are 
divided between: 
          Maternal  34, 143
          Paternal    32, 065
          Both sides       142  (Who?)
          Unassigned 3, 008
          TOTAL:       69, 358       9/28/23

Vs. other sites with a whole lot 
less matches. Hence need to use 
this site. 

Search by: matches, by ancestors on tree, by birth location. 
Sort by:  Relationship, or by group. 



Ancestry.com      new-Fan style tree



Take the Fan tree and expand one portion

Helps you see
Your gaps, 
and any 
suggestions.
Beware of 
hints. 

Fan tree only allows
So many generations.
I have others not
Shown. 



Ancestry.com DNA now divides by parent, but
only for paying members only. 

Mine is 
Clearer due to
My having my
Mother’s DNA.

SIDE
VIEW



  Ancestry.com DNA 

• Note when they divide matches between Maternal and Paternal, they 
also have Unassigned Matches. You can divide these by hand, by 
reviewing them. Check this out. 

• Use the Groups feature in DNA Matches. Total option of 21 groups. I 
set up 16 groups representing my 16 great-great-grandparental 
couples. And then added each match into the appropriate groups, 
some going into several groups. Then when a new match appeared, 
you had a structure within which to put them, if you chose. 

• Family Trees/public are needed for ThruLines to link. But consider 
spelling names slightly different in your tree to force a match with kin 
who might spell a name slightly different. 



Colors in parental divisions relate to Ethnic origins, outlined below: 

But how does this square with your research? I have lots of German ancestry on my 
father’s side, not shown here at all. 

ANCESTRY.COM



Ken’s Ethnicity Updates October 5, 2023



Groups in Ancestry.com DNA Matches

I set up 16 groups 
representing the 16 great-
great grandparent couples. 

Colors assigned 
to each group. 



CommentAncestry.com    Tree Viewing Options



Ancestry.com ThruLines suggestion of how to 
enhance the links:

Note emphasis on enhancing your family tree for better matches. 



ThruLines-important measure of matches

• ThruLines are a great feature.
• But if your tree has bad data, and their tree has bad data, but you are DNA 

matches, then bad data is perpetuated. 
• Be careful about hints of ancestors on your tree or in ThruLines. Don’t add until 

you have proven on paper. Choose ThruLines view Ancestors in Your Linked Tree. 
• Autosomal DNA is only good back 6 generations. DNA is halved each generation.
• Dotted lines mean their descendants match you, but you have not put that 

relative on your tree. The name is from the match’s tree. 
• Can help you determine if you have identifiable DNA matches on each of your 

lines. Where are your gaps? Potential errors? 
• You may not have located any matches in real life, but via ThruLines, they have 

found them for you and you can then communicate with them and hope you can 
share information. 



ThruLines Filters area- to see just what you 
consider valid on your tree. 

This one is best: 



Ancestry added TRAITS to my account 2023



My Traits- all quite useless in my view, and inaccurate. 



    FTDNA Reports offered, check out-



FTDNA BLOG-TOPICS-A HUGE INVENTORY WELL WORTH CHECKING OUT



FTDNA-Chromosome Browser:  Hudson links
 Selected cousins who match on cM 11

From my Russell-Hudson
Kin, the top two matches
Are only kin via Hudson line.

The two lower matches are 
Russell-Hudson descendants.

The other Russell-Hudson
Test takers- 8 of 10 did not
Match at cM 11. 
Why? 



FTNDA-Family Tree area, link your matches:
    autosomal, mtDNA, and Y-DNA. 

Y-DNA
My Humphries
Matches.
When time 
permits
Could add them to
My tree. 



      FTDNA updates-2023

• Multi Kit Management Agreements/Access-fix the account settings if 
you are managing DNA for someone other than yourself. Very 
Important. (2023) 

• Y-DNA Test area: Group Time Tree-check details online. (2023)
• Y-DNA FTDNA Tip Report-new format, update. (2023) – See below.
• Chromosome Painter for ethnicity results. See below. 
• HELP tab on any of the matches sites is well-worth checking out. Lots 

of good position statements, essays, on there. 



FTDNATIP REPORT-new-predictions



Ken’s report at Y-111 markers with his closest match. Estimated time of our Common Ancestor.
Very accurate as our common ancestor lived 1750s-1825, 8 generations ago. 

FTDNA TIP REPORT



CHROMOSOME PAINTER-FOR ETHNIC ORIGINS

FTDDNA RESULTS KHT

ANCESTRY.COM CHROMOSOME
PAINTER



LIVING DNA –TEST SITE

Note: another family just got their results-great uncle 719, nephew, niece 1018,
964, great-nephew 1256 (b.1960s). Clearly no one is having many matches.



LivingDNA-Chromosome Browser by Group. 



MyHeritage-basic view for lapsed subscription



      MyHeritage- under DNA Tools



Chromosome Browser, after you hand select 
the matches to include. 

These are all kin on my Russell line
And clearly overlap on cM 8. 



MyHeritage-newish feature-helpful? 



MyHeritage-select a match and see their 
suggestions, including Theory of Relativity 

Names from the tree, true. 

Match descends from my grandmother’s first cousin-known kin. 

Pay extra to see. 





MyHeritage-AutoClusters-Organizes your 
matches, but you have to pay extra. 

AutoClusters feature is available
On GEDmatch, MyHeritage, 
DNAPainter, and something similar
Perhaps on other sites. 



23andMe DNA matches-top of the list

Brooks 2nd cousin 

Cousin on two branches. 

Brooks 2nd cousin. 

Kin

Limit those you 
view
To 1500 unless 
you have 
connected, then 
you stay 
connected. 

Can expand to 
5,000 if you also 
have health info, 
for fee.  



23andMe-this is their Chromosome Browser, 
individual take. Then compare with others. 

2nd Cousin in Brooks-Snellings 
side

Use Advanced DNA Comparison-tricky to find- to get results
These two men are my 2nd Cousins on Brooks-Snellings line.
       “Compare Your DNA with Close and Distant Relatives” 



Third Party Testing Companies/Analysis

•GEDmatch

•DNAPainter



GEDmatch-always transfer DNA data there. 

“QUICKLY Transfer 
DNA from Other 
Websites to 
GEDmatch | Genetic 
Genealogy”
On You Tube by
Family History 
Fanatics.  Talks you 
thru how to copy 
data to GEDmatch. 



I have since changed to open. 



These are my top matches, and the first one I did not recognize, Ms. Lee, 113 cM is close, so then I click on her kit no. and
They say who she matches, next, and its people I know from other tests are kin to my father’s maternal grandmother. And 
she tested on 23andMe, which I rarely check, and of course, she has not been in touch with me.  





GEDMatch-Tier 1- cost is $100 a year. 



GEDmatch tool-2021 via Tier One. 





DNA Painter created by Jonny Perl

• Chromosome Map-see example
• What are the Odds (WATO)
• Jonny Perl, the inventor, who 

manages the website, is always 
tweaking the site. Always check 
for new features.

• Good videos on how to use the 
site at YouTube, GenealogyTV, 
etc. 



DNA from two different wives, should indicate 
the Harrison DNA Spot. 

CHROMOSOME MAP



CAN YOU GET DNA FROM STAMPS OR HAIR?
STATUS:   Yes, but not as easy as on TV

We can confirm this myth with a caveat: Yes, but we can’t quite use it yet. Just a couple of years ago, this 
myth had a hard no. While you can find DNA on licked stamps and envelopes, used razors, and in the root of 
uncut hair, it can be tricky to extract for genealogical purposes. This category of samples (called “special 
samples”) defy the process historically used by genetic genealogy companies.

But the science continues to evolve, and some services now offer special sample testing. While expensive, 
the tests allow for a direct comparison of the DNA from a postage stamp to that of a living person. Test takers 
can then use this information to determine genetic relationships, such as between parents and their 
children.

Despite these scientific advancements, the big genetic genealogy companies don’t currently offer testing 
using special samples. Nor do they compare that kind of data with their databases to find genetic matches. 
However, in one special case, LivingDNA used DNA collected from a postage stamp to help a woman found as 
a baby in a blackberry bush to locate her family. And the company has indicated it’s interested in eventually 
offering these services.  (From FamilyTreeMagazine online article by Diahan Southard, DNA expert) 

http://www.livingdna.com/


DNA FROM ENVELOPES, HAIR, ETC.
• This type of procedure is being 

done by some companies.
• Success is not promised.
• Some experts think you should 

wait a few more years to try it.
• But if you are willing to spend 

the money, take your changes, 
and have decent source 
samples.

• Remember to clarify with the 
company what form the results 
will be in.

• What kind of DNA will be 
extracted? and 

• Will it be the type of DNA that 
you expect? 



Example of prices from
A company several 
friends
Have tried.

If you go to their website
Above, you can see a list
Of the things they can
Test, and the stages they
Go through

Again, this is just one 
company, and a few 
others are listed in the 
handout.

List is not 
comprehensive. 

https://www.intermountainforensics.com/keepsake-services

Another company that two
Friends have used is
ToTheLetterDNA.com out of 
Australia, but with a local 
Contact. 



This presentation will be posted on the
Georgia Archives YouTube channel (free)
• This talk will be on the Ga Archives 

YouTube Channel within a week.
• At the GA Archives Website, 

homepage, click the YouTUbe icon 
• Search for Archives and Genealogy 

Day 2023
• Or on YouTube itself, which is FREE
   Search for my full name for other     
talks I have done posted there. And 
many by others on DNA.
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